The Blake parents listed below recently relocated to Minnesota and joined the Blake community. They welcome contact from relocating families who are considering Blake and are happy to answer questions about the Blake experience for students, the Blake parent community, the admission process, or even about which neighborhoods to explore. Any prospective parent is welcome to reach out to any person on this list.

**SHAINA & TOM DOAR**  
*Relocated from Chicago in 2020*  
Students entered in grade 2 and kindergarten  
shainamorphew@gmail.com • 651-269-6242  
Doar.Tom@gmail.com • 312-513-9881

**LIZ BOSSHARD-BLACKEY & CARLO VALDESOLO**  
*Relocated from South Pasadena in 2020*  
Students entered in grade 5, grade 1 and Pre-K  
ebosshard@gmail.com • 202-329-2361

**KIRSTEN KASTBERG-SHAY & MIKE SHAY**  
*Relocated from New York City in 2022*  
Students entered in grade 4 and grade 7  
kirstenkastberg@gmail.com • 646-457-1954  
miketshay@gmail.com • 646-351-7786

**LAUREN & RYAN MATNEY**  
*Relocated from Washington, DC in 2021*  
Students entered in grade 6 and grade 4  
lauren.matney@gmail.com • 917-548-3759  
ryan.matney@aya.yale.edu • 301-312-7875

**JUDITH & CHRISTOPHER PIORKOWSKI**  
*Relocated from Germany in 2021*  
Students entered in grade 4 and grade 2  
judith.piorkowski@web.de • 612-461-0406  
christopher.piorkowski@abbott.com • 612-735-2814

**SIOBHAN ATHAYDE**  
*Relocated from Miami in 2021*  
Student entered in grade 5  
woods.siobhan@gmail.com • 305-354-6278

**SARIAK AND AJAY DHADWAL**  
*Relocated from New Jersey in 2022*  
Students entered in grade 5 and Pre-K  
sahni31@gmail.com • 646-943-3220  
dhadwalak@gmail.com • 646-280-8358

**ROMINA MAZZONI & MICHAEL WAUGH**  
*Relocated from New York City/Spain in 2020*  
Students entered in grade 1 and Pre-K  
rominamazzoni@gmail.com • 405-408-1723  
waugh.e.michael@gmail.com • 617-429-0840

**ERIN & BLAKE HERRON**  
*Relocated from Los Angeles in 2019*  
Students entered in grade 10 and grade 8  
erinherron@gmail.com • 646-418-8868  
wolond@aol.com • 310-913-4753 (Blake)

**NEDDA & POUYAN SALEHI**  
*Relocated from San Mateo in 2021*  
Students entered in grade 5 and grade 1  
neddansalehi@gmail.com • 612-751-2805  
pouyansalehi@gmail.com • 612-209-0371

**JESSICA STERN & JEREMY GRAFF**  
*Relocated from Chicago in 2021*  
Students entered in grade 7, grade 5 and grade 2  
JStern7@yahoo.com • 312-371-0655  
jgraff8@gmail.com • 312-371-2808